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Prefrontal Cortex
failing to prepare = prepare to fail
Goege Studiekeuze
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Nyanza Pithecus alesi
“It is not the strongest nor the most intelligent who will survive, but those most adaptable to change”

Charles Darwin.
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Paradigma verschuiving

Mindset
Where the magic happens

Your comfort zone
WHAT TYPE OF SKILLS?

Personal skills will be highly-valued in 2030.

1st
Personal skills

2nd
Know how and practical skills

3rd
Academic knowledge

Source: WISE Survey “School in 2030” wise-qatar.org
AANPASSEN
If I had an hour to solve a problem, I'd spend 55 minutes thinking about the problem and 5 minutes about solutions.

Albert Einstein
Van vwo naar universiteit
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DISCIPLINE
Succes is wat we zien

Teleurstelling

Discipline

Opoffering

Hard werken

Toewijding

Falun
DOORZETTINGSVERMOGEN
OMGAAN MET TELEURSTELLINGEN
SUCCESS

WHAT PEOPLE THINK IT LOOKS LIKE

SUCCESS

WHAT IT REALLY LOOKS LIKE
SUCCESS
It's not always what you see
Do you want to get a grade?

or

Do you want an education?
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

- spiritual
- emotional
- social
- mental
- physical
Triangle of Success

Skills
- Goal Setting
- Time management
- Reasoning
- Communication
- Inter-personal Skills

Knowledge
Basics, Theories, Information, Facts, Figures, Descriptions, Learning, Science etc.

Attitudes
- Self Motivation
- Self Confidence
- Integrity
- Honesty
- Optimism
- Enthusiasm
- Co-operative
- Commitment
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AT WHAT ?
Triangle of Success

- Skills
  - Goal Setting
  - Reasoning
  - Communication
  - Inter-personal Skills

- Attitudes
  - Self Motivation
  - Self Confidence
  - Integrity
  - Honesty
  - Optimism
  - Enthusiasm
  - Co-operative
  - Commitment

- Knowledge
  - Basics, Theories, Information, Facts, Figures, Descriptions, Learning, Science etc.

Time management
Pomodoro-techniek
JA!
Ambitie

Wie met beide benen op de grond blijft staan

komt niet ver

Loesje